
The factual information set forth on the Tracking Charts was submitted to the FLA by each Independent External Monitor and Participating Company and reviewed by FLA staff.  It is being made 
available to the public pursuant to the FLA Charter in order to strengthen the monitoring process. The FLA Charter provides for regular public disclosure of the factual results of independent 
monitoring and the resulting specific actions taken by Participating Companies. 
 
What is a Tracking Chart?  
 
Compliance is a process, not an event. A Tracking Chart outlines the process involved in FLA independent external monitoring and remediation. It is used by the accredited independent external 
monitor, the participating company and the FLA staff to do the following:  
 

 Record Findings: The independent external monitor uses the Tracking Chart to report noncompliance with FLA Code standards. The monitor should also cite the specific Code 
benchmark or national/local law that was used to measure compliance.  

 Report on Remediation: The FLA participating company uses the Tracking Chart to report on the remediation program that was implemented in order to resolve the noncompliance and 
prevent any future violations.  

 Evaluate Progress: The FLA uses the Tracking Chart for purposes of collecting and analyzing information on the compliance situation of a particular factory and for publication on our 
website. This information is updated on an ongoing basis. 

 
What a Tracking Chart is NOT - 
 

 An exhaustive assessment of factory conditions 
 
Working conditions - in any type of workplace - are dynamic. Each Tracking Chart represents a survey of the factory’s conditions on a specific day. Over time, a fuller picture emerges as 
we compile information from various sources to track the compliance progress of a factory. 
  

 A pass or fail evaluation 
 

The Tracking Charts do not certify whether or not factories are in compliance with the FLA Code. Monitoring is a measurement tool. The discovery of noncompliance issues is therefore not 
an indication that the participating company should withdraw from a factory. Instead, the results of monitoring visits are used to prioritize capacity building activities that will lead to 
sustainable improvements in the factory’s working conditions.  
 

• A one-time event  
 

Each monitoring visit is followed by a remediation program, further monitoring and remediation in an ongoing process. The Tracking Charts are updated accordingly. 
 
 
 
 



Note on Language 
Please be advised that because FLA independent external monitors are locally-based and English is generally not their native language, the language presented may at times appear unclear to a 
reader who is a native English speaker. In order to preserve the integrity of the transparency process and the information we receive, our policy is to publish the original text from the monitor and 
participating company. However, the reader will note that we have taken the precaution to remove any identifying information about the factory that was monitored or the workers interviewed.  
 
For example, in cases where monitors and/or participating companies have cited the actual number of workers in reference to a noncompliance issue, in order to protect the workers’ identities, we 
have replaced the numbers with generic wording in brackets (i.e. “[some]”, “[worker interviews revealed that]”,etc.).   
 
We do not disclose the name of the factory that was monitored in order to ensure that the FLA’s efforts to encourage and reward transparency do not have detrimental consequences for the 
factory and the workers.  
 
Instructions for Printing 
The information contained in the Tracking Charts is organized by columns and rows in a table format. Due to the number and width of the columns, the charts have been formatted for legal size 
(8.5 x 14in.) paper. To print the charts, please make sure to select “legal” size paper from Print properties. 



Country
Factory name
IEM
Date of audit
Days in the facility
PC(s)
Number of workers
Product(s)
Production processes
Other brands in factory

Verification
FLA Code/ Compliance issue Legal Reference FLA Benchmark Monitor's Findings Documentation Best Practice PC Internal audit 

findings
PC remediation plan Target Completion Date Factory Response PC follow up Documentation Best 

Practice
Factory Response PC follow up Documentation External Verification

1. Code Awareness
Worker/management awareness of Code Ensure that all Company factories as well 

as contractors and suppliers inform their 
employees about the workplace 
standards orally and through the posting 
of standards in a prominent place (in the 
local languages spoken by employees 
and managers) and undertake other 
efforts to educate employees about the 
standards on a regular basis. (POM)

No training to inform about COC / 
workplace standard conducted 
for workers or management.  

Per management 
information & 
workers' interview

Train workers and 
management to ensure 
code awareness

1/31/04 Off shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

Confidential non-compliance reporting 
channel

Develop a secure communications 
channel, in a manner appropriate to the 
culture and situation, to enable Company 
employees and employees of contractors 
and suppliers to report to the Company 
on noncompliance with the workplace 
standards, with security that they shall 
not be punished or prejudiced for doing 
so. (POM)

No evidence found that the 
Participating Company put in 
place a confidential 
noncompliance reporting 
mechanism that allows workers 
to report complaints.

Per management 
information 

Pending 1/31/04 Off shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

Employment Records Labor law No.13/2003 (UU 
No.13/2003), chapter IX, regarding 
working agreement, article 54.1 stated 
that a written employment contract must 
be signed by both side: employer and 
employee.

Employers will maintain sufficient hiring 
and employment records to demonstrate 
and verify compliance with this Code 
provision

All permanent workers’ files 
completed with employment 
contract. However, 11 temporary 
daily workers do not have 
employment contract.

Per document review 
and management 
information

Maintain labor contracts for 
all workers, including 
temporary workers

1/31/04 Off shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

3. Child Labor
4. Harassment or Abuse
Progressive Discipline Labor law No.13/2003 (UU No.13/2003) 

regarding disciplinary practice, article 
162(2), stated that each warning letter 
valid for 6 months except validity period 
is set differently as written in working 
agreement, Company Regulation or 
Collective Bargaining Agreement.  

Employers will utilize progressive 
discipline, e.g., escalating discipline using 
steps such as verbal warning, written 
warning, suspension, termination.  Any 
exceptions to this rule, e.g., immediate 
termination for theft or assault, shall be in 
writing and clearly communicated to 
workers.

No time limit for warning letter 
issued.

Per document review Revise disciplinary system 
with time limit as per 
recommendation

1/31/04 Off shore KAM to follow up in jan 
2004

5. Nondiscrimination
Pregnancy Risk Overtime waiver No.62/32210/JU/2003 

chapter 2 point 4 stated that the 
overtime waiver does not pertain to 
young workers and pregnant workers in 
advance pregnancy stage.

Employers will ensure that pregnant 
women are not engaged in work that 
creates substantial risk to the health of 
the pregnant woman.

One pregnant workers  (7 months 
pregnancy) in sewing section 
worked overtime up to 4.5 
hours/day (total working hours = 
11.5 hours per day) for 4 
consecutive days on Sept 1 – 4, 
2003.

Per document review 
and workers' 
interview

Observe legal requirements 
for pregnant workers

1/31/04 Off-shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

6. Health and Safety
Fire Safety  Labor Minister Regulation No.04/1988 

(PER-04/MEN/1988) article 7 stated 
that entrepreneur is obliged to suit 
electrical installation used at the work 
place in accordance with Indonesia of 
National Standard  (SNI No. 225 – 
1987) and the implementation is 
monitored by local labor department.

Employer will comply with applicable 
health and safely laws and regulations.  
In any case where laws and code of 
conduct are contradictory, the higher 
standards will apply.  The factory will 
possess all legally required permits

No re-checking of electrical 
installation while it is required in 
the document at least March 14, 
1996.
The legalization of electrical 
installation from local labor 
department dated March 14, 
1991.  One of the requirement 
stated there is to do re-checking 
at least every 5 years, the re-
checking then shall be well 
documented.

Per document review Document all electrical 
maintanence in a timely 
manner

1/31/04 Off-shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

Health and Safety legal compliance Labor Minister Regulation No.01/1988 
(PER-01/MEN/1988), chapter III 
regarding qualifications, article 3(f) 
stated that operator for boiler shall 
graduate the exams from local labor 
department CQ subunit maintenance 
and control.

Employer will comply with applicable 
health and safely laws and regulations.  
In any case where laws and code of 
conduct are contradictory, the higher 
standards will apply.  The factory will 
possess all legally required permits

No boiler operator certification for 
3 boiler operators in the factory. 

Per document review Obtain relevnat certificates 1/31/04 Off-shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

Health and Safety legal compliance Labor Minister Regulation PER-
07/1964, regarding health and safety of 
work area article 8.5(e) stated that 
water for drink water shall be tested by 
health laboratory.

Employer will comply with applicable 
health and safely laws and regulations.  
In any case where laws and code of 
conduct are contradictory, the higher 
standards will apply.  The factory will 
possess all legally required permits

No testimonial /lab result for 
drinking water. 

Per document review Obtain lab result for drinking 
water

1/31/04 Off-shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004
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Verification
FLA Code/ Compliance issue Legal Reference FLA Benchmark Monitor's Findings Documentation Best Practice PC Internal audit 

findings
PC remediation plan Target Completion Date Factory Response PC follow up Documentation Best 

Practice
Factory Response PC follow up Documentation External Verification

UpdatesFindings Remediation

Evacuation Procedure Labor minister decision 
KEP.186/MEN/1999, regarding the 
providing of fire alarm and evacuation 
facilities article 2.2b stated: as fire 
prevention, employer is responsible to 
provide instrument of detection, alarm, 
fire extinguisher and evacuation map. 
Labor minister regulation PER-07/1964, 
regarding health and safety of work 
area article: 13 stated: Exit, alley, etc 
leading to the outside must have 
emergency light and must be visibly 
marked.

All applicable legally required or 
recommended elements of safe 
evacuation (such as posting of 
evacuation plans, unblocked aisles/exits, 
employee education, evacuation 
procedures, etc.) shall be complied with 
and workers shall be trained in proper 
safety, first aid, and evacuation 
procedures

No evacuation plan with current 
lay out posted in production 
areas. (Note: evacuation plan 
posted in sewing section and 
near finishing section found as 
evacuation plan of factory’s old 
lay out which is totally different 
with current lay out).  The factory 
posted 6 big arrow mark on the 
walls guiding to all 6 exits in the 
factory, however no other 
guideline for emergency 
evacuation case was posted on 
wall / on floor.  

Per visual 
observation

Update evacuation plot 
plans to reflect changes in 
layout

1/31/04 Off-shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

Evacuation Procedure Safety workforce regulation of Republik 
Indonesia No.208/1947 article 2 stated 
that aisle spaces between machinery 
equipment must be adequate of width 
and clear from any obstruction that 
might be a danger.

All applicable legally required or 
recommended elements of safe 
evacuation (such as posting of 
evacuation plans, unblocked aisles/exits, 
employee education, evacuation 
procedures, etc.) shall be complied with 
and workers shall be trained in proper 
safety, first aid, and evacuation 
procedures

One aisle space in line A & line E 
sewing section found 
approximately 30 cm, which is 
difficult for body movement.

Per visual 
observation

Ensure that all aisles allow 
adequate body movement

1/31/04 Off-shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

Safety Equipment (fire extinguishers) Labor minister regulation PER-
04/MEN/1980, article 4.1 stated: Every 
fire extinguisher must be placed on the 
visible position, easy to reach and 
provided with mark/sign and article 14 
stated: Operating/using instruction for 
fire extinguisher must be readable and 
easy to understand.

All safety and medical equipment (such 
as fire fighting equipment, first aid kits, 
etc.) shall be in place, maintained as 
prescribed and accessible to the 
employees

At least 6 fire extinguishers are 
not completed with marking and 
using instructions in accessories 
warehouse, mechanic room, and 
cutting section.  In addition, no 
using instructions for at least 10 
other fire extinguishers near 
press machine, in front of 
“kantong bobok” (pocket) section, 
mechanic room, drinking water 
section, boiler room, near exit 2, 
and at the back of line A & B.

Per visual 
observation

Mark all fire extinguishers.  
Post instruction manuals in 
local language next to each 
fire extinguisher.

1/31/04 Off-shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

Safety Equipment (handrails) All safety and medical equipment (such 
as fire fighting equipment, first aid kits, 
etc.) shall be in place, maintained as 
prescribed and accessible to the 
employees

No handrails for stairs used in 
warehouse and also office areas.  

Per visual 
observation

Install hand rails to stairs in 
warehouse and office.

1/31/04 Off-shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

PPE The safety act UU No.1/1970, regarding 
health and safety working condition, 
article 14(c) stated: employer is 
responsible to provide for free all 
protective equipment including the 
necessary using instructions for the 
entitled workers or visitor entering the 
workplace.

Workers shall wear appropriate protective 
equipment (such as gloves, eye 
protection, hearing protection, respiratory 
protection, etc.) to prevent unsafe 
exposure (such as  inhalation or contact 
with solvent vapors, noise, dust, etc.) to 
hazardous elements including medical 
waste.

Only 2 metal mesh gloves 
provided for 4 machines in 
cutting section and no rubber 
gloves provided in spot cleaning 
section.

Per visual 
observation & 
workers' interview

Provide adequate number 
of metal mesh gloves and 
rubber gloves

1/31/04 Off-shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

Posting of health & safety regulation The safety act UU No.1/1970, regarding 
the obligation of the employer, chapter 
X article 14 (a) stated that employer 
must display clear and legible written 
notices and safety posters describing all 
statutory health and safety 
requirements, including a copy of the 
Safety Act of 1970 and consequent 
regulations.

Factory has not posted the safety 
act UU No.1/1970.

Per visual 
observation.

Post safety act 1/31/04 Off-shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

Machinery Maintainence Labor minister regulation PER-
01/MEN/1980 regarding machines 
protectors, article 42.1 stated: the 
machineries shall be installed with 
proper protectors to guarantee worker 
safety.

All production machinery and equipment 
shall be maintained, properly guarded, 
and operated in a safe manner

Most of sewing workers are not 
equipped with pulley guard and 
all sewing machines not 
equipped with needle guard. 

Per visual 
observation.

Install pulley guards and 
needle guards

1/31/04 Off-shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

Compliance to local collective barganing 
laws

Labor law No.13/2003 (UU 
No.13/2003), regarding the Company 
Regulation, chapter XI article 108 
stated that a factory that employs at 
least 10 workers has to maintain a 
Company Regulation.  Labor Law UU 
No. 13/2003 article 111(4) regarding the 
Company Regulation stated: during 
term of company regulation, if workers 
or union labor in company want 
negotiation about the making of 
Collective Bargaining Agreement 
(PKB), then entrepreneur obliged to 
serve.

Employers will comply with all national 
and local laws and regulations 
concerning collective bargaining and free 
association.  Where conflicts are known 
to exist, employers will use the standard 
that provides the greatest protection for 
workers.

The Company Regulation has not 
been legalized by local labor 
department and found expired, 
dated on January 02, 2003.  
Based on management 
information and also union 
leader, they are in process of 
maintaining the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement but it still 
is not finished.

Per management 
information, 
document review and 
workers' interview

Update and legalize all 
appropriate documents in a 
timely manner.

1/31/04 Off shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

7. Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining
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8. Wages and Benefits
Legal benefits 1. Labor Law No.3/1992 (UU 

No.3/1992), article 3 (2) stated that 
every worker has the right to participate 
in Social Security Scheme 
(JAMSOSTEK). 
2. Government Regulation No.14/1993 
(PP N0 14/1993), article 2 stated that 
the employer is obligated to register 
their employees to Social Security Fund 
Scheme (JAMSOSTEK). 
3. Labor Minister Decree No. KEP-
150/MEN/1999 article 9(2) stated that in 
the manner of entrepreneur has 
employed daily workers consecutively 
for 3 months or more and every month 
which is less than 20 days, the 
entrepreneur is subjected to register the 
daily workers to Social Security 
Scheme (Jamsostek) includes work 
place accident security, death security, 
pension fund and health security.

Employers will provide all legally 
mandated benefits to all eligible workers

All temporary daily workers (11 
workers) are not registered with 
Social Security Scheme 
(Jamsostek).

Per document review 
and workers' 
interview

Register Social Security 
Scheme for all workers, 
including temporary 
workers.

1/31/04 Off shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

Minimum Wage Employers will pay workers the legal 
minimum wage or the prevailing industry 
wage, whichever is higher

Per document 
review,management 
information and 
workers' interview

1. Even though 
income taxes for 
some workers are 
much (depends on 
the net income), 
maximum deduction 
for the tax is Rp 
5,000.-, the rest will 
be covered by the 
factory.
2. The factory gives 
incentive as much as 
Rp 15,000.- per 
month for full 
attendance. Female 
workers in full 
attendance (not 
taking their 2 days 
menstruation leaves) 
will also receive 2 
days wage per 
month as bonus. 
Workers exceeding 
their quotas will get 
bonus (no 
punishment for 
workers cannot 
reach the quotas). 
The factory provided 
yearly worker’s tour 
as recreation facility 
(100% free).

9. Hours of Work
Overtime Limitations (total working 
hours)

Overtime waiver 
No.62/32210/JU/2003 chapter 1 
point 1 stated that the factory is 
permitted to work overtime 
maximum 10 hours /day or 60 
hours / week.

Except in extraordinary business 
circumstances, employees will (i) not be 
required to work more than the lesser of 
(a) 48 hours per week and 12 hours 
overtime or (b) the limits on regular and 
overtime hours allowed by the law of the 
country of manufacture or, where the 
laws of such country will not limit the 
hours of work, the regular work week in 
such country plus 12 hours overtime; and 
(ii) be entitled to at least one day off in 
every seven day period.  An 
extraordinary business circumstance is a 
temporary period of extra work that could 
not have been anticipated or alleviated by 
other reasonable efforts

In general, maximum overtime 
applied in the factory is 4.5 
hours/day (total working hours = 
11.5 hours/day).  However 
maximum overtime hour per day 
found is 12 hours/day (total 
working hours = 19 hours/day) for 
at least 8 trimming workers, 10 
QC workers and 16 ironing 
workers on August 30, 2003.  
Note: peak season period in the 
factory is July to November. 
Maximum overtime hours per 
week found is 31.5 hours/week 
(total working hours = 71.5 
hours/week) for at least 14 
workers in trimming section on 
August 19 – 25, 2003. 

Per document review, 
management 
information and 
workers' interview

Reduce hours of work to 
comply with local laws and 
FLA code

1/31/04 Off shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

Overtime Limitations (at least one rest 
day in a week)

Except in extraordinary business 
circumstances, employees will (i) not be 
required to work more than the lesser of 
(a) 48 hours per week and 12 hours 
overtime or (b) the limits on regular and 
overtime hours allowed by the law of the 
country of manufacture or, where the 
laws of such country will not limit the 
hours of work, the regular work week in 
such country plus 12 hours overtime; and 
(ii) be entitled to at least one day off in 
every seven day period.  An 
extraordinary business circumstance is a 
temporary period of extra work that could 
not have been anticipated or alleviated by 
other reasonable efforts

The factory applied 6 working 
days system (Monday to 
Saturday).  Occasionally workers 
did not receive one rest day in a 
week working because of 
overtime working on rest day 
(Sunday).  Maximum consecutive 
days = 13 days, because of OT 
working on November 24, 2002 
for at least 46 QC workers.

Per document review, 
management 
information and 
workers' interview

Guarantee 7th day rest 1/31/04 Off shore KAM to follow up in Jan 
2004

10. Overtime Compensation
Miscellaneous
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